1, 2, 3, 4: Hip, Hop, Move!

Use a Caribbean-inspired dance to help children understand counting to four.

How to Do It

1. Ask the children to stand in a circle. Teach them the following chant:
   
   1, 2, 3, 4
   1, 2, 3, 4
   1, 2, 3, 4
   Hip, Hop, Move!

2. Teach the children the actions, slowly at first:
   
   Twist, twist, twist, stomp.
   Twist, twist, twist, stomp.
   Twist, twist, twist, twist.
   Hip—push out hip to left
   Hop—push out hip to right
   Move—small jump to the side, landing on both feet.

3. Repeat the actions several times, and then add the chant. Younger children can just shimmy or wiggle to the rhythm while counting; older children will be more precise in their actions.
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